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核心，利用扩束镜改变 633nm He-Ne 激光器的波面特性，在扩束镜光路轴后方，
利用准直光检验器检验扩束激光波面特性，并结合光电技术 CCD 来呈现光波干
涉条纹变化的现象，主要研究内容包括以下几个方面： 
（1）调节准直光检验器与入射光束的角度，让 633nm He-Ne 激光器发出的
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Abstract 
The analysis and detection of the laser beam wavefront is becoming an important 
branch of the precision measurement technology. It is based on the the principle of the 
coherent light interference. In classical physics, the most classic phenomenon is the 
young's double-slit interference. This technique is based on the equal inclination 
interference principle to test the wavefront characterizing of the light beam. However, 
based on the equal thickness interference technology, scientist design a popular 
collimation light detector which have showed huge development potential in efficient 
and convenient light collimation test technology. In this paper, we use a collimation 
light detector which is composed of a pair of optical parallel as the core idea to test 
the depth of parallelism of light. We use a beam expander to change the light 
parallelism of a 633 nm He-Ne laser. By utilizing the expended laser beam wavefront 
characterizing and a CCD camera where behind the beam expander, we study the 
phenomenon of the change of the light interference fringes. The main research content 
includes the following aspects: 
(1) By observing the changes of the interference fringes, we can design the best 
angle of the collimation light detector. The light source is come from a 633 nm He-Ne 
laser .When adjust the beam magnification ratio in 10 and the distance between the 
collimation light detector and the beam expander is fixed at 40 cm, by adjusting the 
relative angle between the collimation light detector and the laser, we find that the 
greater of the angle, the interference fringes are more and harder to be observed. On 
the contrary, the smaller of the angle, the interference fringes are more scatter and 
easy to be observed. As a result, the experiemtn proved,parallel flat crystal plane and 
angle of incident light is the best viewing angle for 5°, the best interference fringes 
can be observed.  
(2) Adjusting the distance between the collimation light detector and the beam 
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by observing the change of interference fringes. The light source is a 633 nm He-Ne 
laser, and the beam magnification ratio is fixed at 10 times. According to step (1), we 
use the best observing angle (here is 5 °) between the collimation detector and the 
laser light. Then by adjusting the distance between the collimation light detector and 
the beam expander (15cm, 35cm, 55cm), we find that with the increasing of the 
distance, the larger the radius of curvature, interference fringes have become more 
and more sparse, shows that the beam after the beam expander is spherical wave, 
spherical wave curvature radius is different in different places, different radius of 
curvature of the former behind different interference of two beams of light Angle, 
namely the frequency of the interference fringes, the experiment proved that the 
greater the radius of curvature, the lower the interference fringe frequency (stripe is 
thick), spherical wave is more close to the collimating light.  
(3) Based on the optimum condition in the use of (1) (2) design for wavefront 
characterizing light detector, we fix the position and angle of deflection, adjust the 
beam magnification ratio and change the beam parallelism to observe the change of 
the interference fringes after the collimation light detector. We find that when the 
maignification of the beam expander is 5 times, the interference fringes are sparse 
relatively, which illustrate that the degree of the beam collimation is high; when the 
maignification of the beam expander is 10 times, the interference fringes are crowded 
together. This shows that the greater the ratio of beam expander, the smaller the radius 
of curvature, interference fringe is intensive, the beam is far away from the 
collimating light.  
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    第四章总结与展望，简要对本文的研究工作内容进行总结，并对将来的工作
进行展望。 
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